EXPERIMENTAL

Manual crystallization screen
Tables S1 -S5 list the results from the manual polymorphism screen. A saturated solution (at RT) of RA was filtrated and the solvent was evaporated from a watch glass at RT. Figure S1 shows the dehydration of RA HH embedded in silicon oil. 
Thermal analysis, thermodynamic and kinetic stability
Identification of RA phases
The powder X-ray diffraction patterns ( Figure S3 , Table S7) The mechanical instability of all RA phases except form II° and HH allowed the samples only to be ground gently and variations in intensities in the powder patterns due to preferred orientation could not be prevented. 
THEORETICAL
Conformational analysis of RA and the choice of method for E intra
The conformational energy scans for isolated RA given in Figure S7 show that there are eight distinct planar minima, separated by significant barriers. The p-OH group can rotate significantly for minimal energy cost, in agreement with the experimental conformations. The relative energies of the eight fully optimized conformations (Table S8) The most stable crystal structures generated with each conformation show that the conformations without an intramolecular hydrogen bond can pack with an additional intermolecular hydrogen bond, but the improvement in the intermolecular lattice energy does not compensate for the loss of the intramolecular hydrogen bond (Table S8) . Our lattice energy model may be incorrectly modeling the balance between intra-and intermolecular hydrogen bonds, as E intra was derived from isolated gas phase optimizations and is quite sensitive to the method of caluclation. 3 However the energy differences are so large that we can exclude the possibility of crystal structures without the intramoleular H-bond. Table S9 . We considered various parameterizations of the atom-atom exp-6 repulsion-dispersion potential of the form: Since the FIT COOH used in conjunction with the MP2/6-31G(d,p) distributed multipoles appeared to satisfactorily reproduce the large set of crystal structures, it was used initially in stage 2 of the search. Although this found form II o of RA, it was ca. 5 kJ mol -1 above the global lattice energy minimum. This search also found a chain (ch) structure ( Figure 13 ) that is not observed at all in the CSD as the global minimum and in the majority of low energy crystal structures. This prompted an investigation into the sensitivity of the intermolecular potential to the charge density used to define the electrostatic contribution to the lattice energy.
The electrostatic potential around RA in the two lowest energy conformations, as calculated from the distributed multipoles shows marked differences ( Figure S8 ) when calculated from the MP2/6-31G(d,p) or PBE0/aug-cc-pVTZ charge densities. There is a clear difference in that the carbonyl oxygen region becomes more negative and the p-OH oxygen region less negative with the better PBE0/aug-cc-pVTZ charge density. This resulted in a change in the favorability of the different hydrogen bonding motifs. Thus the final model (FINAL) used in the stage 2 and 3 for the lattice energy landscapes ( Figure 13 , Tables S9 -S12) used the FIT parameters and the distributed multipole of the PBE0/aug-cc-pVTZ charge density. This gave satisfactory reproduction of 14 carboxylic acid structures, in addition to those of RA shown in Table S9 . f The quality of the reproduction of the crystal structures was evaluated by the optimal root-mean square overlay of all non-hydrogen atoms and non-water molecules in a 15 molecule coordination cluster (rmsd 15 ). Figure S8 . Electrostatic potential (V) maps for RA on a surface defined by twice the atomic van der Waals radii calculated from the distributed multipoles of the MP2/6-31G(d,p) and PBE0/aug-cc-pVTZ molecular charge densities for conf_p1 and conf_p2, drawn with ORIENT. 8 The van der waals radii were those of Bondi, 9 except there was an effectively zero radius for polar hydrogen atoms to reflect the close distances in hydrogen bonds.
Modeling of form I
The final computational model was successful in modeling all well-determined experimental crystal structures and produced a plausible lattice energy landscape. However, modeling of the anhydrous form I gave significant errors (Table S10 ). The lattice energy minima predicted that the anhydrous form I was denser than form II°, in marked contrast to the observed and usual situation where the high temperature form is less dense. The lattice energy minima nominally correspond to static 0 K structures, but the empirical parameterization of the FIT potential to crystal structures implies that some thermal effects have been absorbed. Contrasting the experimental structures for form II° and HH at a range of temperatures (Table S10) , shows normal thermal expansion, and that the potential is slightly underestimating the density for II°. Hence the 6% overestimate of the density of form I is not due to normal thermal expansion effects. 12 We computationally generated three alternative ordered versions of form I differing only in the proton positions which were kept fixed: two Z'=1 with the p-OH proton pointing either to the o-OH oxygen or the p-OH oxygen of an adjacent RA molecule and a Z'=2 structure, Pc, with one p-OH proton pointing to the o-OH oxygen and the second to the p-OH oxygen. Table S11 gives detailed results for the anhydrate modeling, including the computational investigations of proton disorder in form I. The lattice energies for the alternative form I structures were ca. 8 kJ mol -1 less stable than these for the experimental proton position. The lower stability can be attributed mainly to the less favorable RA conformation (E intra contribution) c.f. Figure S7a . Allowing a change in conformation in these alternative crystal structures (stage 3) led to the same computational minima independent of where the p-OH proton was initially pointing. It has to be noted that we could not have found the alternative form I structures in our rigid-body searches (step 2) as we did not consider these conformations as rigid-body input conformations. The quality of the reproduction of the crystal structures was evaluated by the optimal root-mean square overlay of all non-hydrogen atoms in a 15 molecule coordination cluster (rmsd 15 ).
d zero-point energy.
e The Helmholtz free energy as estimated from the lattice energy, zero point intermolecular energy, and temperature dependence of the rigid molecule internal energy and entropy, as derived from the k =0 second derivative properties. (Table S8) 
The Crystal Energy Landscape following relaxation of the conformation within the crystal structure (stage 3)
The hypothetical crystal structures are available in *.res from the authors on request. 19 Labels for hypothetical structures correspond to internal res file names, are of format conformation _search output name. The structures found in the search which correspond to the known forms are in bold text.
